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1. INTRODUCTION
In a recent paper (Cucker and Smale, 1997, in the sequel referred to
simply as [CS]) we presented an algorithm for deciding feasibility of
bihomogeneous systems of equations. These are systems f=( f1 , ..., fm) with
fi # Z[a0 , ..., a l , x0 , ..., xn ] a bihomogeneous polynomial for i=1, ..., m. For
a given a # Rl+1 consider these polynomials as polynomials in the variables
x0 , ..., xn with coefficients in Z[a0 , ..., a l ]/R and denote the resulting map
by fa : Rn+1  Rm so that fa(x)=f (a, x). We say that a pair ( f, a) is
feasible (or that fa is feasible) if there is a point x # Rn+1, x{0, such that
fa(x)=0. Notice that this is equivalent to the existence of a zero x of fa in
the unit box in Rn+1 defined by
B(Rn+1)=[x # Rn+1 | max
0in
|xi |=1].
The main features of the algorithm mentioned abovenotably, its
robustness to round-off errorsare captured in the following statement
(the definition of the concepts occurring in it will be made clear later in this
paper).
Theorem 8 of [CS]. There is a machine M over R which decides, on
input ( f, a), f a sparse system of equations, a # B(Rl+1), if there is a point
x # B(Rn+1) such that fa(x)=0. The halting time of the machine is bounded by
+( fa)2n size( f )cn
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with c a universal constant (and thus, in particular, M may not halt on inputs
( f, a) such that +( fa)=).
Moreover, on each arithmetic operation a round-off error is permitted with
precision polynomially bounded in log +( fa) and in size( f ).
Here +( fa) is a condition number defined for the pair ( f, a), and size( f )
is the bit size of the dense encoding of f and is therefore independent of a. If
the sparse encoding is considered instead of the dense one, the number of
arithmetic operations is bounded by
+( fa)2n 2c size( f )
2
with c a universal constant.
An example of ill-posed input (i.e., a pair ( f, a) with +( fa)=) for
which the machine M above will not halt is the case of feasible systems
which are overdetermined (those with m>n).
An additional feature, not present in the statement above, is that if no
round-off is allowed and M halts on a feasible input then, M returns an
approximate zero of fa . The reason for which this additional bonus is not
present in the Main Theorem, the inadequacy of the condition number
+( fa), is made clear in Remark 24 of [CS]. Roughly speaking, for feasible
fa , +( fa) is the condition of the best conditioned zero of fa . But one may
find systems fa with a well conditioned zero ‘ and a point z such that fa(z)
is arbitrarily small but such that z is not an approximate zero of fa . Since
the precision of M is bounded as a function of +( fa) (which depends on ‘
and not on z) the computation allows for relatively large errors and M may
wrongly take z as an approximate zero. At this point there is no problem
to halt and return ‘‘feasible’’ ( fa is feasible indeed) but it would be wrong
to return z as an approximate zero.
In this paper we define another condition number, *( fa), for which the
following is true.
Theorem 1. If the precision of the machine M in the theorem above
satisfies a certain bound polynomial in log *( fa) and size( f ) then the followig
holds: for feasible inputs fa , if M halts it also returns an approximate zero
of fa .
The bound in the statement above is made precise in the proof of
Theorem 1 in Section 7.
This paper should be seen as an addendum to [CS]. We will
nevertheless devote the next three sections to briefly recall some basic
notions from [CS] (approximate zero, condition number, and round-off
machine) to allow for a first reading of this paper without resort to [CS].
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2. SPARSE POLYNOMIAL SYSTEMS AND APPROXIMATE ZEROS
Given c=(c1 , ..., cm) # Nm and d=(d1 , ..., dm) # Nm we shall denote by
H(c, d ) the set of all bihomogeneous systems f=( f1 , ..., fm) of degrees
c1 , ..., cm in the a’s and of degrees d1 , ..., dm in the x’s, respectively. A system
f is encoded as the list of f1 , ..., fm . Each fj in turn can be encoded in two
different ways: Either by listing the sequence of all its coefficients (the dense
encoding) or by listing the sequence of triples ( f:; , :, ;), f:; # Z, f:;{0,
: # Nl+1, and ; # Nn+1, such that
fj=: f:; a:x ;.
If all f i are densely (resp. sparsely) encoded so is f. In both cases, f is
represented by a sequence of integers. The bit length of this sequence is said
to be the size of f which we denote by size( f ).
A key ingredient of the algorithms in [CS] is the theory of points
estimates. We recall now the main objects of this theory for the case at
hand (for a detailed treatment see [Smale 1986; Blum, Cucker, Shub, and
Smale 1998]).
Let f # H(c, d ) , a # B(Rl+1), and x # B(Rn+1). We say that x is an
approximate zero of fa if the sequence defined by
x0=x and xi+1=x i&Dfa(xi)- fa(xi )
is well defined for all i0 and there exists a point ‘ # Rn+1, ‘{0, such that
fa(‘)=0 and
&‘&xi&( 12)
2 i&1 &‘&x0&
the norms denoting the Euclidean norm in Rn+1. In this case we say that
‘ is the associated zero of x. Here Dfa(x) denotes the derivative of fa at x
and Dfa(x)- its MoorePenrose inverse (which we will assume as not
defined it Dfa(x) is not surjective1).
Define
} ( fa , x)=max[1, &(Dfa(x) Dfa(x)*)&1 &12F & f &],
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1 The general definition of the MoorePenrose inverse applies to any linear operator
between two Euclidean spaces (cf. Campbell and Meyer, 1979). In this paper, however, we will
consider it only for surjective operators.
where &B&F denotes the Frobenius norm of the matrix B and B* its trans-
pose. Moreover
& f &= :
m
j=1
& fj&1 ,
where & fj&1 is the sum of the absolute value of the coefficients of f j .
Also, let
; ( fa , x)=&(Dfa(x) Dfa(x)*)&1&12F & fa(x)&
the norm in & fa(x)& denoting the Euclidean norm in Rm, and
: ( fa , x)=; ( fa , x) } ( fa , x)
D2
2
with D=max[d1 , ..., dm]. The quantities : ( fa , x) and ; ( fa , x) provide a
criterion for x to be an approximate zero of fa namely, if : ( fa , x):0 (for
a universal constant :0r18) and ; ( fa , x)12 then x is an approximate
zero of fa .
The goal of this paper is to give estimates on the error accumulated
while computing : ( fa , x) and ; ( fa , x). To do so, we need to define a
number measuring the condition of the input ( f, a, x).
3. CONDITION NUMBERS
We first recall the condition number +( fa) as defined in [CS].
For a # B(Rl+1) and x # B(Rn+1) define
}( fa , x)=max[1, & f & &Dfa(x)-&].
The norm in the expression &Dfa(x)-& is the operator norm with respect to
the Euclidean norm on Rm as well as on Rn+1. If Dfa(x) is not surjective
we take &Dfa(x)-&=.
For fa feasible define
}( fa)= min
fa (x)=0
x # B(R n+1 )
}( fa , x).
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For fa infeasible define
2( fa)=
1
& f &
min
x # B(R n+1 )
& fa(x)& .
The condition number defined in [CS] is
+( fa)={
}( fa)
1
2( fa)
if fa is feasible
if fa is infeasible.
Note that +( fa) depends only on the pair ( f, a). For the problem of
computing : ( fa , x) and ; ( fa , x) we have the additional input x # Rn+1. So,
we now define a condition number which takes x into account as well. Let
*( fa , x)=min {}( fa , x), & f && fa(x)&= .
Notice that *( fa , x)1. Also, *( fa , x)= if and only if x is a singular
zero of fa , i.e., x is a zero of fa and Dfa(x) is not surjective.
4. ROUND-OFF MACHINES AND STATEMENT OF THE RESULT
To understand the statement of our results, it is necessary to have a basic
idea of what we mean by a round-off machine. We do not intend to give
here a formal definition of the model (this can be read in [CS]) but just
an intuition of its main features as well as some necessary notation.
Computations over the real numbers are often modelled by BSS
machines (as introduced by Blum, Shub, and Smale, 1989). This machine
model, which performs arithmetic operations and comparisons with unit
cost, is defined however to be exact. That is, these operations and com-
parisons are performed with arbitrary real numbers and infinite precision.
To modify them to accommodate round-off errors is not difficult.
In a round-off machine M, associated with M there are two functions
(the precision functions) $ and $I ,
$, $I : R  R+ ,
where, we recall, R is the disjoint union of Rn for n1 and R+=
[x # R | x0]. For any input x # R, M reads an approximation xi of the
coordinates xi of x satisfying |xi&xi |$I (x). Also, for any operation
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b # [+, &, _] performed by M during the computation with input x, say
z  z1 b z2 , the computed value z satisfies |z&z |$(x). If M performs a
division z  z1 z2 the computed value z satisfies
|z&z |
$(x)
z2
.
Finally, if M performs a square root z  - y, the computed value z satisfies
|z&z |$(x). Comparisons are performed exactly.2
In case $I , $=0 there are no round-off errors. In this case we say that
M is exact or that it works with infinite precision.
Thus, following the program of M, a function .M of the input is com-
puted just as in the exact BSS model. Denote by .M the function computed
by an exact BSS machine with the same program as M (i.e., a machine like
M but with $, $I=0). In agreement with usual speech we will say that a
round-off machine M computes a function f when .M=f.3
We can now state our result.
Theorem 2. There exists a round-off machine M which, with input
( f, a, x) computes : ( fa , x) and ; ( fa , x) with the following property. If
$I ( f, a, x), $( f, a, x)
1
C*( fa , x)2m (n & f & D)d2m
2
2d3 m
3
for some universal constants d2 , d3 , then the values : ( fa , x) and ; ( fa , x)
actually computed by M satisfy:
(i) If : ( fa , x):0 5 - m then : ( fa , x):0 .
(ii) If : ( fa , x):0 11m then : ( fa , x):0 5 - m.
(iii) If ; ( fa , x)19m14 then ; ( fa , x)12.
(iv) If ; ( fa , x)136 - m then ; ( fa , x)19m14.
Here we use C=max[c1 , ..., cm] and D=max[d1 , ..., dm]. Also, if *( fa , x)
= we understand the bounds on the precision functions simply as $I , $=0.
We close this section defining the notion of polynomial precision.
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2 The round-off machine defined in [CS] is an elaboration of this idea allowing for two
types of data, integer and real. Operations yielding an integer element are performed
error-free but at a higher, logarithmic instead of unary, cost.
3 We say for instance that a FORTRAN program computes the determinant of a matrix in spite
of the final error in the computed value produced by rounding off during the computation.
We say a round-off machine M works with polynomial precision if there
exists a polynomial p such that, for each input x,
|log $I (x)|, |log $(x)|p(size(x), log +(x)).
Here +(x) is the condition number of x. Notice that this notion assumes a
previous choice of a size measure as well as a condition number for each
input.
5. SOME NOTATION AND PREVIOUS RESULTS
To fix notations, we recall the algorithm we use for computing : ( fa , x).
input ( f, a, x)
(i) compute A the matrix associated to Dfa(x)
(ii) compute S :=AA*
(iii) compute a QR factorisation S=QR
[Q orthogonal, R upper triangular]
(iv) compute R&1
(v) compute r :=&R&1&12F
(vi) let } ( fa , x) :=max[1, r]
(vii) compute ; ( fa , x) :=r & fa(x)&
(viii) let : ( fa , x) :=; ( fa , x) } ( fa , x)(D22)
In addition, we also recall a few basic results from [CS] which will be
used in our proof. They refer to computations with round-off machines as
defined in [CS] and use the following notation. If a round-off machine M
computes a quantity y (with infinite precision), we denote by y the quantity
actually computed by M (in a round-off computation) and we write &( y)=
y&y .
Proposition 1 [CS, Proposition 20(iii)]. There exists a round-off machine
M which, with input ( f, a, x), f # H(c, d) , a # B(Rl+1), and x # B(Rn+1), computes
& fa(x)&. If $( f, a, x), $I ( f, a, x)14(C+D) then
|&(& fa(x)&)|4 & f & (C+D) - 2m$.
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Proposition 2 [CS, Lemmas 23 and 24]. There exists a round-off
machine M which, with input ( f, a, x) computes AA* satisfying the following. If
$( f, a, x), $I ( f, a, x)=$
1
4(C+D)
then, for each entry sij of AA*, |&(sij )|16$D2 & f &2 (n+1)(C+D).
Proposition 3 [CS, Proposition 17]. There exists a round-off machine
M which, with input (m, S), computes a QR factorization of S, S=QR, and
then inverts R. Moreover M satisfies the following property. For all |>0, let
|=max[1, |], and
2=
|
(|mH )c2m2 2c3m3
,
where c2 , c3 are universal constants sufficiently large and H1 a bound for
the absolute value of the entries of S. If the round-off functions of M satisfy
$(m, S ), $I (m, S )2 then
(i) If &S&1&| then &R&1&2|, and
(ii) If &S&1&| then &R&1&|4.
Lemma 1 [CS, Lemma 26(i)]. Let B be an m_m real matrix and M a
round-off machine computing &B&F in the standard way. If $I (m, B)=0 and
$(m, B)=$1 then |&(&B&F)2m - $.
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
The proof of Theorem 2 is divided in a number of cases. For (i) and
(ii) we first need to distinguish two situations: &R&1&12F & f &1 or
&R&1&12F & f &<1. In the former case a further distinction is necessary
according to whether *( fa , x)=& f && fa(x)& or *( fa , x)=&R&1&12 & f &.
This latter distinction needs to be considered also in proving (iii) and
(iv).
The proofs for all resulting situations are, however, very similar. So
in the sequel we only prove (i) and (ii) and this, only for the case
&R&1&12F & f &1.
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Case 1. *( fa , x)=& f && fa(x)&.
In this case, & fa(x)&=& f &*( fa , x).
(i) Let
|=
2:0
- m D2 & f & & fa(x)&
,
and define, as in Proposition 3, |=max[1, |], H=(n+1) D2 & f &2, and
2=
|
(|mH )c2m2 2c3m3
.
Thus, we have |=2:0*( fa , x)- m D2 & f &2.
We first check that the hypotheses of Proposition 3 are satisfied, i.e., that
$(m, S ), $I (m, S )2.
If |<1 then,
2=
|
(mH )c2m 2 2c3 m3
=
2:0*( fa , x)
- m D2 & f &2 (mH )c2m 2 2c3m 3
16$( f, a, x) D2 & f &2 (n+1)(C+D)
$I (m, S )
the inequality before the last being assured by taking d2 , d3 large enough,
and the last one by Proposition 2. Also,
2=
2:0*( fa , x)
- m D2 & f &2 (mH )c2m2 2c3 m3
$( f, a, x)=$(m, S ).
A similar reasoning holds if we assume |1.
Assume that : ( fa , x)>:0 . Then we have &R&1&F>- m | and conse-
quently &R&1&>|. We deduce
&R&1&F&R&1&F&2m - $&R&1&&2m - $>
|
4
&2m - $.
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Thus,
: ( fa , x)=&R&1&F & fa(x)&
D2 & f &
2
>\|4 &2m - $+ (& fa(x)&&4 & f & (C+D) - 2m$)
D2 & f &
2

:0
4 - m
&:0*( fa , x)(C+D) - 2$&m - $ & f &2 D2
+4D2(C+D) & f &2 m - 2m $

:0
5 - m
.
The last inequality is obtained by taking d3 large enough.
(ii) Let
|=
2:0
11mD2 & f & & fa(x)&
,
and define |=max[1, |] and 2 as above. One proves as above that
$(m, S ), $I (m, S )2. Also, one has |=2:0*( fa , x)11mD2 & f &2.
Since : ( fa , x):0 11m we have &R&1&F| and consequently
&R&1&|. We use Proposition 3 and Lemma 1 to deduce
&R&1&F&R&1&F+2m - $- m &R&1&+2m - $2 - m |+2m - $.
Thus,
: ( fa , x)=&R&1&F & fa(x)&
D2 & f &
2
(2| - m+2m - $)(& fa(x)&+4 & f & (C+D) - 2m$)
D2 & f &
2

2:0
11 - m
+8 - m :0*( fa , x)(C+D) - 2m$+m - $ & f &2 D2
+4D2(C+D) & f &2 m - 2m $

:0
5 - m
.
Case 2. *( fa , x)=&R&1&12 & f &.
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In this case let |=&R&1& and | and 2 as above. We have |=
*( fa , x)2& f &2. We prove as in Case 1 that the hypothesis of Proposition 3
are satisfied.
(i) One easily checks that &R&1&F>(|4)&2m - $.
Therefore, if : ( fa , x)>:0 ,
: ( fa , x)=&R&1&F & fa(x)&
D2 & f &
2
>\|4 &2m - $+ (& fa(x)&&4 & f & (C+D) - 2m$)
D2 & f &
2

:0
4 - m
&
1
4 \
*( fa , x)2
& f &2 + 4 & f & (C+D) - 2m$
D2 & f &
2
&m - $ & f &2 D2+4D2(C+D) & f &2 m - 2m $
=
:0
4 - m
&
D2(C+D) *( fa , x)2 - 2m$
2
&m - $ & f &2 D2
+4D2(C+D) & f &2 m - 2m $

:0
5 - m
.
(ii) Again, it is immediate to check that &R&1&F2 - m |+2m - $.
Therefore, if : ( fa , x):0 11m,
: ( fa , x)=&R&1&F & fa(x)&
D2 & f &
2
(2| - m+2m - $)(& fa(x)&+4 & f & (C+D) - 2m$)
D2 & f &
2

2:0
11 - m
+2 - m \*( fa , x)
2
& f &2 + 4 & f & (C+D) - 2m$
D2 & f &
2
+m - $ & f &2 D2+4D2(C+D) & f &2 m - 2m $

2:0
11 - m
+4 - m D2*( fa , x)2 (C+D) - 2m$+m - $ & f &2 D2
+4D2(C+D) & f &2 m - 2m $

:0
5 - m
.
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7. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
For f # H(c, d ) and a # B(Rl+1) define the strong condition number
*( fa)= max
x # B(Rn+1 )
*( fa , x).
It is immediate to check that *( fa)+( fa), +( fa) the condition number
defined in Section 3. Moreover, the inequality may be strict. In particular,
we notice that +( fa)= when fa is feasible and all zeros of fa in B(Rn+1)
are singular, while *( fa)= when there exists a singular zero of fa
in B(Rn+1).
Using Theorem 2 the proof of Theorem 1 follows. It suffices to replace
the condition
: ( fa , x):1 and ; ( fa , x)< 116
in the algorithm in Theorem 8 of [CS] by the condition
: ( fa , x)
:0
5 - m
and ; ( fa , x)<
1
9m14
(1)
and use the precision functions satisfying
$I ( f, a), $( f, a)$=
1
C*( fa)2m (n & f & D)d2m
2
2d3 m
3
with the universal constants d2 , d3 of Theorem 2. If condition (1) is
satisfied, the algorithm returns x as an approximate zero of fa . The correct-
ness of this procedure is guarenteed by parts (i) and (iii) of Theorem 2. The
running time is slightly increased but one can easily check, using parts (ii)
and (iv) of Theorem 2, that it remains within the bounds in the Theorem 8
of [CS]. In particular, we notice that the strong condition number *( fa)
only appears as a parameter of the expression bounding the machine preci-
sion. The bound for the running time of the machine depends only on the
(weaker) condition number +( fa).
Remark 1. Theorem 8 is extended in [CS] to a more general case in
which the considered polynomials are not necessarily bihomogeneous and
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inequalities are also allowed. These more general systems, called semi-
algebraic, have thus the form
f i (a, x)=0, i=1, ..., m
.={gj(a, x)0, j=1, ..., rhk(a, x)>0, k=1, ..., q,
where fi , gi , hk are polynomials in a1 , ..., al , x1 , ..., xn with integer
coefficients.
Theorem 1 may be extended to semi-algebraic systems with the introduc-
tion of a condition number **(.a) which is a strengthening of the condition
number +*(.a) considered in [CS] just as *( fa) is a strengthening of +( fa).
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